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SA61: Sunday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel
Intelligence, IT, and the Global Information Age
Chair Jensen, Carl: University of Mississippi
Disc. Davies, Philip H. J.: Brunel University
Transparent Society? Intelligence and the New Media
Aldrich, Richard James: University of Warwick
Spies Don’t Tweet: Why Social Media is an Exclusively Grassroots Tool
Crosston, Matthew D.: Bellevue University
Intelligence and Marketing: Two Approaches to Social Media Information Gathering
Graves, Melissa A.: University of Mississippi
Jensen, Carl: University of Mississippi
Predicting Change Through Internet Vectors: Intelligence and the New World of Virtual Community
Quist, Terry C.: U.S. Army
Intelligence in the Twitter Age
Rovner, Joshua: U.S. Naval War College

SB61: Sunday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Panel
Beyond the Intelligence Cycle?
Chair Phythian, Mark: University of Leicester
Disc. Johnson, Loch K.: University of Georgia
Disc. Marrin, Stephen: Brunel University
The Intelligence Cycle is Dead: Long Live the Intelligence Cycle
Davies, Philip H. J.: Brunel University
Gustafson, Kristian: Brunel University
"On Your Bike": What Future for the Intelligence 'Cycle'?
Gill, Peter: University of Liverpool
Phythian, Mark: University of Leicester
Peddling Hard: Further Questions About the Intelligence Cycle in the Contemporary Era
Richards, Julian J.: University of Buckingham
Tools of the Trade: An Analysis of the Utility of the Intelligence Cycle and Principles of Intelligence as Decision Support Mechanisms
Strachan-Morris, David: University of Leicester
The Past and Future of the Intelligence Cycle
Warner, Michael: US Department of Defense
Re-Imagining the Intelligence Process
Wheaton, Kristan J.: Mercyhurst College

SC61: Sunday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Intelligence Transformation in New Democracies
Chair Maior, George Cristian: National School of Political and Administrative Studies /Bucharest - Romania
Disc. Marrin, Stephen: Brunel University
The Security and Intelligence Service Reform: Transformation, Modernization and Development
Bordeniuc, Liliana:
Drafting Strategic Documents in Intelligence Reform: The Case of Romania
Filip, Valentin: Romanian Intelligence Service /
National Intelligence Academy
Tranciuc, Gabriela: Romanian Intelligence Service
Security Risk Analysis and Management in the Romanian Intelligence Service (SRI)
Nitu, Ionel: Romanian Domestic Intelligence Service (SRI)
Sarbu, Bianca G.: Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich (ETH Zurich)
Legal Aspects of the Intelligence Community Reform in Slovakia
Rulisek, Tomas: Slovak Intelligence Service
Security Service Reform After the Rose Revolution
Utiashvili, Shota: Ministry of Internal Affairs of Georgia
SD61: Sunday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel
Intelligence Producers and Consumers: How Much Does Intelligence Matter?
Chair: Rovner, Joshua: U.S. Naval War College
Disc.: Rovner, Joshua: U.S. Naval War College
The Intelligence/Policymaking Interface: Looking Beyond the Rational Policy Lens
Faragone, Joe: University of Ottawa
CIA Analysis and the Planning of Paramilitary Operations
Johnson, Loch K.: University of Georgia
Explaining Variations in Policy-Intelligence Separation: The Contribution of Structural Variables to Politicization in the United States and the United Kingdom
Lamanna, Lawrence J.: University of Georgia
Intelligence, Policy and Politics: The Role of the Expert Analyst
Marrin, Stephen: Brunel University
Rethinking Customers: Beyond the Intelligence Producer- Policymaker "How Close-How Far" Debate
Rosenwasser, Jon: US Office of the Director of National Intelligence
Critical Conversations Between Individuals with Little Shared Context: The Intelligence Briefer and the Policy Maker
Wolfberg, Adrian: Case Western Reserve University

MA61: Monday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel
Intelligence and Covert Action During the Cold War
Chair: Valcourt, Richard R.: International Journal of Intelligence
Disc.: Stout, Mark: Johns Hopkins University
Forging the German Chekists: The Rise and Fall of Erich Mielke
Adams, Jefferson L.: Sarah Lawrence College
Before the Internet, Facebook, and Twitter: How Solidarity Used Emerging Technologies to Survive and Live to Fight Another Day
Fischer, Benjamin: retired
The Medium was the Message: Secret Communication During the Cold War
Macrakis, Kristie: Georgia Tech
The Intelligence Reporting of the German Democratic Republic (GDR)'s Ministry of State Security
Maddrell, John P.: Aberystwyth University
‘Quiet Americans in India’: The CIA and the Politics of Intelligence in South Asia
McGarr, Paul Michael: University of Nottingham

MA98: Monday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Poster Session
Who's Watching? Intelligence and Surveillance in the Information Age
Disc.: Strachan-Morris, David: University of Leicester
Technologies for Translingual Monitoring of Open Source Media
Colbath, Sean: Raytheon BBN Technologies
Expanding and Transforming Intelligence to Address Transnational Issues
Davis, Jennifer:
Shepherdling the World Through Technology: Information Society as a Global Surveillance Technique
dos Santos, Victor Marques: Technical University of Lisbon
Pereira, Maria J.: Technical University of Lisbon
Intelligence Information Sharing: Information Qualities and Their Predispositions Towards Success or Failure
Schork-Morency, Jamie R.: American Military University
Global Panopticon? The Changing Role of International Organization in the Information Age
Shkabatur, Jennifer: Harvard University
MB61: Monday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Panel
Explaining and Evaluating Intelligence Analysis
Chair/Disc. Hastedt, Glenn: James Madison University
US and Israeli Intelligence Estimates of the 1979 Iranian Revolution
Bar-Joseph, Uri: Haifa University
Pinball Wizards and Professors: Competing Models of Intelligence Analysis
Dahl, Erik: Naval Postgraduate School
Intelligence Analysis and the Philosophy of Science
Frank, Aaron B.: George Mason University
Self-Analysis for Intelligence Analysts
Gordon, Joseph S.: National Defense Intelligence College
Wicked Swans: Managing the Unanticipated in a Counter-Terrorism Context
Gressang, Daniel S.: US Department of Defense

MB62: Monday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Panel
Leaks and Gaps: Meeting the Demands of Cybersecurity
Chair/Disc. Warner, Michael: US Department of Defense
Defining the Role of Intelligence in Cyber
Brantly, Aaron F.: University of Georgia
Securing the Nation in Digital Age: Post-Wikileaks Security Environment and National Security
Coskun, Bezen B.: Zirve University
Deterrence in Cyberspace: Time for a New Perspective?
Good, Michael: US Department of Defense
Warner, Michael: US Department of Defense
Deterrence in the 21st Century: Intelligence, Reconnaissance and Surveillance From Cyberspace
Hammond, Grant T.: Air War College
Rethinking National Security in the ‘Wiki’ of Leaks
Mokhawa, Gladys: University of Botswana
Is Virtual War a Reality? War, Global Interdependence and the Rise of the Cyber Domain
Sipilä, Joonas: Finnish National Defence University

MC61: Monday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Intelligence Cooperation and Communication: ‘What's Mine Is Ours, or Is It?’
Chair/Disc. Bean, Hamilton: University of Colorado at Denver
Why Do States Share Intelligence? A Game Theoretic Analysis
Fredj, Karima: UNBC
Munton, Don J.: University of Northern British Columbia
Radical Community Building: Distinguishing Effective Terrorism Communications From Ineffective Communications
Gressang, Daniel S.: US Department of Defense
Media Strategies of Intelligence Services: The Case of Israel
Magen, Cilila: Boston University
European Union Joint Situation Center: A Necessary Tool for Transatlantic Intelligence Cooperation?
Nomikos, John M.: Research Institute for European and American Studies (RIEAS)
Destruction and Creation through Political Information and OSINT
Sebe, Sorin-Gabriel: Bucharest University
Information Wars in the Afghan Battle Zone: The Struggle over Ideas in a South Asia Insurgency
Silinsky, Mark: US Army Intelligence
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MD61: Monday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel
Intelligence, Intelligence Reform, and the Role/Contribution of Policy Makers in a Democracy
Chair: Matei, Cris: Naval Postgraduate School
Disc: Phythian, Mark: University of Leicester
Intelligence, Intelligence Reform, and Policy: Case Studies of United Kingdom, Argentina, Peru, Spain, and Russia
Bruneau, Thomas C.: Naval Postgraduate School
Matei, Cris: Naval Postgraduate School
Intelligence, Intelligence Reform, and Policy: Case Study of the United States
Burkett, Randy: Naval Postgraduate School
Intelligence, Intelligence Reform, and Policy: Case Study of Brazil
Goncalves, Joanisval B.: Senate of Brazil
Intelligence, Intelligence Reform, and Policy: Case Study of Canada
Lefebvre, Stephane J.: Defence R&D Canada
Intelligence, Intelligence Reform, and Policy: Case Study of Romania
Matei, Mihaela: Romanian Domestic Intelligence Service (SRI)

TA61: Tuesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel
Do Intelligence Bureaucracies Fear Ethics, and If So, Why?
Chair: Andregg, Michael: University of St. Thomas
Disc: Goldman, Jan: National Defense Intelligence College
Intelligence Bureaucracies DO Fear Ethics, Often and Generally, and This is Why
Andregg, Michael: University of St. Thomas
Why the Intelligence Community Needs a Professional Ethos
Bailey, Christopher E.: National Intelligence University
Africa: Is Ethics the Guard Against Politicization of Intelligence?
Courville, Cindy L.: National Defense Intelligence College
The Dilemma of Intelligence Ethics: A View from the UK
Phythian, Mark: University of Leicester
From Unethical to Acceptible: The Evolution of Ethics in Israel's Intelligence Community
Shpiro, Shlomo: Bar-Ilan University

TB61: Tuesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Panel
Intelligence and the Private Sector: Origins, Evolution and Implications
Chair: Reynolds, Nicholas: US government
Disc: Maddrell, John P.: Aberystwyth University
The Turn to Outsourcing in US Intelligence
Chesterman, Simon: New York University and National University of Singapore
The Use of Intelligence in the Private Sector: An European Approach
Matey, Gustavo Diaz: Complutense University, Madrid
Outsourcing Security and Intelligence: From the United States to Afghanistan
Moesgaard, Christa Hedegaard: Danish Institute for International Studies
Pointless and Dangerous? A Case Study in Contracting for Espionage
Stout, Mark: Johns Hopkins University
US Intelligence Accountability and Public-Private Cooperation in the Global Information Age
Van Puyvelde, Damien: Aberystwyth University
TC61: Tuesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Information, Intelligence, and International Security
Chair Rosenwasser, Jon: US Office of the Director of National Intelligence
Disc. O'Sullivan, Terrence Michael: University of Akron
Beck, Colin J.: Pomona College
Miner, Emily: Pomona College
Evaluating Female Engagement Teams in Afghanistan: Intelligence and Development in US COIN Strategy
Coll, Anna: Wellesley College
Goddard, Stacie: Wellesley College
The Biological Information Technology Revolution: Fundamental "Open Source" Challenges for Intelligence Surveillance, Health, Biosecurity, and Global Governance
O'Sullivan, Terrence Michael: University of Akron
Intelligence Strategy: What, Why, When of the Black Art
Rosenwasser, Jon: US Office of the Director of National Intelligence
Strategic Intelligence During COIN Operations: Relational Data and Understanding Latent Terror Networks
Willardson, Spencer L.: University of Iowa

TD61: Tuesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Improving Intelligence Analysis Methodologies
Chair/Disc. Richards, Julian J.: University of Buckingham
Cognitive Biases in German Counterterrorism
Daun, Anna: University of Cologne
Hansel, Mischa: University of Cologne
Monitoring Fragility and the Risk of Instability: Explaining the Extent of Divergence Across Watch Lists
Hewitt, J. Joseph: University of Maryland
Shirk, Mark A.: University of Maryland
Internet Radicalization: A New Application for Red Hat Analysis
Holmer, Georgia Papadopoulos: Pherson Associates
The Benefits of Red Teaming for Intelligence Studies in the Global Information Age
Howard, Lizette Guevara: University of South Florida
A Multiagent Risk Assessment Model for Counterterrorism
Latek, Maciej M.: George Mason University
Rizi, Seyed M. M.: George Mason University
Making Critical Thinking More Visual: Integrating New Media into Intelligence Analysis
Pherson, Randy: Pherson Associates

WA61: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Learning From Intelligence Successes and Failures
Chair/Disc. Rosenwasser, Jon: US Office of the Director of National Intelligence
Teaching To and Learning From Intelligence History: The Lessons of Pearl Harbor
Copeland, Lesley C.: Carleton University
The Reorganization of the Intelligence Community: A Post-9-11 Assessment
Danzell, Orlandrew: Mercyhurst College
The Effectiveness of Intelligence Organizations: Beyond Individual Successes and Failures
Mattis, Peter: Georgetown University
Searching for a Quantitative Approach to the Value of Intelligence
Smith, Christopher M: University of Virginia
Was the 2007-2009 Financial Crisis an Intelligence Failure?
Walton, Timothy R: James Madison University
What Makes a Great Case Officer
Wippl, Joe: Boston University
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WB61: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Panel
New Ways of Thinking About Intelligence
Chair/Disc. Jackson, Peter D.: University of Strathclyde
Intelligence and Ethnocentrism: Escaping from the Anglosphere
Aldrich, Richard James: University of Warwick
Critical/Cultural Intelligence Studies
Bean, Hamilton: University of Colorado at Denver
Intelligence Processes in Higher Education
Breckenridge, James: Mercyhurst College
The Third Dimension of Intelligence: Non-State Actors and Knowledge Dominance
Mahadevan, Prem: ETH Zurich
CIA Memoirs and Memories
Moran, Christopher R: Warwick University
The CIA and the Invention of Tradition
Willmetts, Simon David: University of Warwick

WC61: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Perspectives on Changing Sovereignty, Internet Communications Technology and Threats: Mexico & Latin America Focus
Chair Sullivan, John P.: Los Angeles Sheriff's Department
Chair Salcedo-Albarán, Eduardo: Scientific Vortex Group
Disc. Gressang, Daniel S.: US Department of Defense
An Analysis of US State Department Cables [UNCLASSIFIED to SECRET//NOFORN] Released by WikiLeaks Pertaining to the Mexican Cartels: Effects on Allied/US Governmental Operations and on OSINT Researchers
Bunker, Robert J.: CounterOPFOR Corporation
Understanding Informational Characteristics of Illicit Networks: Central and South American Cases
Garay, Luis Jorge : Scientific Vortex Group
Salcedo-Albarán, Eduardo: Scientific Vortex Group
Ready for the Worst? Counterterrorism, Intelligence and the Brazilian Preparedness for Great Events
Goncalves, Joaoisval B.: Senate of Brazil
What Do We Call the War? Strategic Communication in Mexican Drug Violence
Parakilas, Jacob C.: London School of Economics
Drug Traffickers’ Communications and Violence: Assessing the Impact of Expressed Rivalries in Drug-Related Violence
Rios, Viridiana: Harvard University
States of Change: Power and Counterpower Expressions in Latin America’s Criminal Insurgencies
Sullivan, John P.: Los Angeles Sheriff's Department

WD61: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel
Perspectives on Changing Sovereignty, Internet Communications Technology and Threats: Global/International Focus
Chair Brem, Stefan: Federal Office for Civil Protection
Chair Sullivan, John P.: Los Angeles Sheriff's Department
Disc. Wirtz, James J.: Naval Postgraduate School
Some Unintended Consequences of Criminal Insurgency
Resiliency and Counter-Resiliency in the Information Age: An Evolution in Military Affairs
Elkus, Adam: Georgetown University
The Osama Bin Laden Operation: Intelligence Reforms in Action?
Lahmeman, William J.: Towson University
Facing Both Ways? Pakistan, Intelligence, and the War on Terror
Richards, Julian J.: University of Buckingham
Countering Terrorism on the Internet
Sinai, Joshua B: Virginia Tech (National Capital Region)
Seizing the Initiative: Terrorism and the Utility of Performance Violence
Zimmermann, Doron: Swiss Ministry of Defense